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London blitzed by German bombersLondon blitzed by German bombers
The German air force has unleashed a wave 
of heavy bombing raids on London, killing 
hundreds of civilians and injuring many more.
The Ministry of Home Security said 
the scale of the attacks was the largest 
the Germans had yet attempted.
“Our defences have actively engaged 
the enemy at all points,” said a 
communiqué issued this evening.
“The civil defence services are 
responding admirably to all calls 
that are being made upon them.”
A fi ve-storey building, housing civilians, 
had been hit and there were a number 
of civilians trapped beneath the debris
The fi rst raids came towards the end of 
the afternoon, and were concentrated 
on the densely populated East End, 
along the river by London’s docks.
About 300 bombers attacked the city 
for over an hour and a half. The entire 
docklands area seemed to be ablaze 
as hundreds of fi res lit up the sky.
Once darkness fell, the fi res could be seen 
more than 10 miles away, and it is believed 
that the light guided a second wave of 
German bombers which began coming 
over at about 2030 BST (1930 GMT).
The night bombing lasted over eight hours, 
shaking the city with the deafening noise of 
hundreds of bombs falling so close together 
there was hardly a pause between them.
One bomb exploded on a crowded air 
raid shelter in an East London district.
In what was described as “a million to one 
chance”, the bomb fell directly on the 3ft 
(90cm) by 1ft (30cm) ventilation shaft 
- the only vulnerable place in a strongly-
protected underground shelter which 
could accommodate over 1,000 people.
About 14 people are believed to have been 
killed and 40 injured, including children.
Civil defence workers worked through the 
night, often in the face of heavy bombing, 
to take people out of the range of fi re and 
fi nd them temporary shelter and food.
An offi cial paid tribute to staff at one 
London hospital which was hit, saying, 
“They showed marvellous bravery, 
keeping on until bomb detonations and 
gunfi re made it absolutely impossible.”

BLOOD RED SKIES
Tactical Level Air Combat for Two or More Players

During the twentieth century, mankind created a wholly new form of warfare – the 
air war. Flying machines of increasing complexity took to the skies, fi rst to observe 
the enemy and track his movements, then to attack him in the skies and on the 
ground. By the end of the First World War in 1918, all the precepts of air warfare 
were already well established. During the 1920s and ‘30s, aircraft design advanced 
rapidly. Sober predictions were made that unstoppable fl eets of fast, multi-engine 
bombers would devastate cities within hours of any new war being declared. 

However, when the Second World War erupted it was the single seat, single engine 
fi ghter plane that proved to be decisive in battles. Fighters could successfully 
intercept contemporary bomber aircraft infl icting great damage on any unescorted 
daylight raids. Now, for the bombers to get through, they needed the protection 
of their own escort fi ghters. The size of engagements grew, and grew, and grew 
again, until hundreds of combat aircraft might be involved. Wherever the ground 
war was fought, gaining air dominance was found to be vital to success. 

From 1940 until the invasion of occupied France on D-Day four years later, the war 
effort in Western Europe was primarily conducted in the air. At sea, carrier-based 
planes mastered the battleship and changed the face of naval warfare forever. Tens 
of thousands fought and died in the skies, fl ying ever faster and deadlier aircraft born 
of the bleeding edge of what engineering and desperation could achieve. Within 
six years, airpower was recognised as a practical tool of victory; with the course of 
its progress marked by wrecked planes and dead heroes. For the many courageous 
pilots - including Churchill’s precious Battle of Britain ‘Few’ – who fought on high, 
it took skill, cunning, and luck to survive and thrive in those blood red skies. 

‘Never in the fi eld of human confl ict was so much owed by so many to so few.’ 
Winston S. Churchill, August 20th, 1940
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Blood Red Skies is a tabletop miniatures game 
where you command a formation of fi ghter aircraft 
in battle. Action in the game is fast-paced, with no 
pre-plotting or book-keeping required. A game of 
Blood Red Skies, with six planes per side, can be 
fought in forty fi ve minutes or less. 

The aim of each scenario is to demoralize and drive 
off the enemy by damaging and shooting them down.
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Winning the 
Game

You win the game through morale, 
which is measured with ʻBoom 
chits .̓ Boom chits represent light 
damage and a squadronʼs cohesion 

breaking down as pilots get rattled by enemy 
attacks, along with the rapid expenditure of fuel 
and ammunition during a dogfi ght. 

Give the opposing player one boom chit for each 
time you score a hit with a shooting attack against 
one of their aeroplanes (whether it ends up being 
dodged or not), and another boom chit for every 
one of their aeroplanes shot down. 

If a player reaches a total number of boom chits 
greater than their current number of aircraft (e.g. 
six for fi ve planes) their squadron will disengage 
from the fi ght at the end of the current game turn, 
the survivors driven off by the fi erce opposition 
and accumulated damage.

If both squadrons are driven off in the same turn 
the game is a draw, with the honours going to the 
player that shot down the most enemy aeroplanes. 
If all opposing squadrons disengage the player left 
in control of the battlefi eld is declared the winner.

Winning the 
Game
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Game ContentsGame Contents

Blood Red Skies: Battle of Britain 
is a self-contained game that allows you to 
experience all the thrill of dogfi ghting in the 
skies of the World War II period. This box contains 
everything you need to play a complete game of 
Blood Red Skies (BRS):

Gaming Booklets
There are three booklets included in Blood Red Skies: 
Battle of Britain. Firstly, read and get familiar with 
the Rules booklet before moving on to the Expanded 
Rules booklet which will allow you to play all the 
missions given in the Scenario booklet.

These are six-sided dice with faces showing 1 to 5 
results and an iconic  representing the score of 
6. Most dice rolls in Blood Red Skies need a roll of 

 to score a success - you get multiple dice to roll, 
donʼt worry.

Navigation and Measuring templates

BRS: Battle of Britain includes three measuring and 
manoeuvring templates: the range fi nder (6” long) 
to establish the distance to an enemy target, the 
movement template (11” long) to move the planes 
on the table and the navigation caliper to calculate 
the planeʼs turning in ranges of 45 degrees.

Model planes

BRS: Battle of Britain is supplied with six German 
Messerschmitt BF109 E and six British Supermarine 
Spitfi re Mark II single engine fi ghters

Model planes

BRS Advantage Flying Bases

Each plane is supplied with its own BRS fl ying 
base. The fl ying base has been designed so it 
can adopt three positions that are key to the 
game mechanics: Neutral, Advantaged and 
Disadvantaged.

Gaming dice

These are six-sided dice with faces showing 1 to 5 These are six-sided dice with faces showing 1 to 5 These are six-sided dice with faces showing 1 to 5 

34567891011
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Scenic elements

The sky can present pilots with challenges and 
opportunities in the shape of cloud clusters and 
anti-aircraft defences. These are represented by a 
selection of scenic markers (or scenery) included 
in the game.

Quick Reference Sheets
This boxed game also includes two quick reference 
sheets which you and your opponent can consult 
whilst playing the game No need to fl ip back and forth 
through the rulebooks in the middle of the fi ght!

Aircraft Cards

All statistics and gaming information for each 
aeroplane are included in their corresponding Aircraft 
cards. In BRS: Battle of Britain box set, you can fi nd the 
Aircraft cards for the BF109 E and the Spitfi re II single 
engine fi ghters.

Action Cards

THEATRETHEATRE

AIRCRAFT 
TRAIT

AIRCRAFT
TRAIT

DOCTRINE

Blood Red Skies includes three types of Action 
cards: Aircraft Trait( ), Doctrine( ) and 
Theatre ( ). These cards will create the Action 
deck used only in games using Expanded Rules. 
We recommend you skip this when playing the 
basic rules contained in this booklet.

Pilot Skill Discs - When selecting your squadrons, 
insert the corresponding skill level marker on the 
planeʼs fl ying base.

Game markers and tokens
These are used to provide “real-time” information 
about the pilot and the plane. 

Boom token

222 333333333 44444444444444 5

Zoom token High Cover marker
Traits:

BF-1 09 E

Great Dive
Great Climb

Single engine fighter

354mph

3
7

1

Traits:

Spitfire II

31

The Spitfire I/II was 
instrumental in the 
RAF winning the 
Battle of Britain in 
1940. Britain would 
go on to build more 
Spitfires than any 
other aircraft type 
during the war.

1940
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A Game of World War 2 Fighter Combat
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Expanded Rules 

Read only when ready!

Blood Red Skies

A Ga
WarWarW 2 Fighter Combatata

Blood Rd Red Red R d Skies

Rules Booklet

ame of Worldrldr WarWarW 2 Figh

Scenarios Take Off!

Blood Red Skies

Scenarios Take Off!

Blood R d Re d Re d Rd Skies

Expanded Rules 

Read only when ready!

Blood Rd Re
d Re
d R d Skies

Bl

Game Set Up 
When preparing the playing surface for a game of Blood Red Skies, remember to leave some room to keep 
the Aircraft cards, Action deck and gaming tools and tokens within reach. 
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The core mechanic of Blood Red Skies lies in the 
use of a specially designed fl ying base that can 
be set at three different levels of “Advantage” to 
represent aircraft status during their manoeuvres:

Advantaged 
Neutral 

Disadvantaged

Broadly speaking, Advantage represents 
differences in height – high, medium, low – but 
can also represent a fi ghterʼs “energy state.” That 
means their ability to make rapid manoeuvres and 
control the fi ght. 

Every Ace pilot knows that ʻAdvantageʼ is vital 
in air combat. To show this in Blood Red Skies, 
fi ghters can manoeuvre to place enemy aircraft 
at a Disadvantage, or climb to gain Advantage. 
Advantage determines the turn sequence 
(Advantaged planes go fi rst). Advantage can also 
be “burned” to gain increased movement and 
turning options when an aircraft moves (as weʼll 
see later). Most importantly, only Disadvantaged 
planes are vulnerable to being shot down.

Advantage states are shown for aircraft models 
with a swivel stand by tilting the aircraft forward 
to denote Disadvantaged and back to show 
Advantaged. 

In real life, an aircraft that is caught while 
attempting to climb can still be at a disadvantage, 
even if they temporarily get higher than a 
faster-moving enemy. They will be slowed by the 
climb, and their manoeuvre options will be strictly 
limited, if they donʼt want to stall or enter a spin. 
Conversely, a plane that is pulling up at the bottom 
of a steep dive has masses of momentum it can 
then use to execute a very rapid climb, a sharp 
turn, or a burst of straight-line speed.

The Advantage SystemThe Advantage System

Basic Rules

Disd
va

nta
ge

d

Neutral

Advantaged
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Model 
Characteristics

Each model in Blood Red Skies represents a single 
aircraft. Most aircraft typically have a single 
crewman acting as pilot. The characteristics of a 
model in Blood Red Skies really come from two 
places: the skill of the pilot doing the fl ying, and 
the capabilities of the aircraft they are fl ying in. 

Pilot Skill
Pilot Skill is a factor of training and experience. A 
good combat pilot was reckoned to need a good 
combination of technical expertise, physical fi tness, 
coolness, and aggression to survive and shoot 
down enemy planes. A Pilotʼs Skill is rated from 
2 to 5, with 2 being the lowest and 5 being the 
highest as follows:

Model 
Characteristics

Pilot Skill

 

2: Rookie – A basic trained pilot with little or 
no experience of air combat.

 

3: Average – A pilot who has fl own in 
combat before, or who had exceptionally good 
training.

 

4: Veteran – An experienced pilot who has 
fl own lots of sorties and fought many battles.

 

5: Ace – An exceptionally skilled pilot with 
multiple enemy kills. 

Pilot Skill is a very important characteristic in 
Blood Red Skies, but guns and speed also make 
the man. When equally-skilled pilots fi ght one 
another, the capabilities of their respective aircraft 
become critical.

2

no experience of air combat.

3

4

fl own lots of sorties and fought many battles.

5

Aircraft Card

Aeroplanes in Blood Red Skies are divided into one 
of four categories: Single-engine Fighters, Multi-
engine Fighters, Jet Fighters and Multi-engine 
Bombers. The type of aeroplane is listed on the 
Aircraft card ( A ) just underneath the name.

Certain rules and cards may be restricted or only 
apply to certain types of aeroplanes. 

The performance of a plane in terms of the game 
is rated by three main aircraft statistics (or stats): 
Firepower, Agility and Speed.

Firepower B
The Firepower characteristic is a 
representation of the planeʼs armament 

in terms of accuracy, range, ammunition, and 
reliability. Firepower for each aircraft is rated from 
one to three, with 1 being the lowest, and 3 being 
the highest:

1: Good – Multiple, rifl e-calibre machine 
guns; or 20mm cannon and heavy machine guns 
in limited numbers, or with restricted ammunition 
supplies.

Planes’ Facing

All fl ying bases in Blood Red Skies are designed 
with markings to help players trace and determine 
lines of fi re and facing. 

The facing arrow establishes the front facing of the 
plane and sits in the middle of its 90 degrees front 
arc.

The sides and rear arcs of the plane are defi ned 
by 90 degree angles with their origin in the fl ying 
baseʼs rod as showed on the picture.
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Aircraft Card

Aeroplanes in Blood Red Skies are divided into one 
of four categories: Single-engine Fighters, Multi-
engine Fighters, Jet Fighters and Multi-engine 
Bombers. The type of aeroplane is listed on the 
Aircraft card ( A ) just underneath the name.

Certain rules and cards may be restricted or only 
apply to certain types of aeroplanes. 

The performance of a plane in terms of the game 
is rated by three main aircraft statistics (or stats): 
Firepower, Agility and Speed.

Firepower B
The Firepower characteristic is a 
representation of the planeʼs armament 

in terms of accuracy, range, ammunition, and 
reliability. Firepower for each aircraft is rated from 
one to three, with 1 being the lowest, and 3 being 
the highest:

1: Good – Multiple, rifl e-calibre machine 
guns; or 20mm cannon and heavy machine guns 
in limited numbers, or with restricted ammunition 
supplies.

Aircraft Card 2: Excellent – Either combined cannon and 
rifl e calibre machine guns with plentiful ammo, or 
multiple heavy machine guns like the American 
.50cal.

3: Superior – A quad cannon armament, 
plus additional machineguns; or a very large array 
of heavy machine guns.

Agility C
The Agility characteristic represents 
how nimble a plane can be in the air. 

Its acceleration, turning radius, climb, dive, and 
roll rate, plus stall characteristics, are reproduced 
in one, handy number. Agility for each aircraft is 
rated one to three, with 1 being the lowest, and 3 
being the highest:

1: Good – An aircraft with decent handling 
characteristics, but no exceptional ones, and 
possibly some nasty failings that can be exploited 
by a clever enemy.

2: Excellent – An aircraft that will perform 
well and can pull off most of the manoeuvres it is 
called upon to make.

3: Superior – An all-round agile aircraft with 
some areas of excellence that a pilot can exploit to 
really gain an edge in combat.

 Speed D
The Speed characteristic represents an 

aircraftʼs top speed. It is expressed as a maximum 
distance, in inches, that the model can move across 
the tabletop in one game turn:

 
 = 8 inches in one turn. 

Trait: Tight Turn

SPITFIRE II

357mph

3
7

1
Single engine fighter

3
77

1
Single engine fighter

Traits:

BF-1 09 E

Great Dive
Great Climb

Single engine fighter

354mph

3
7

1
2” 3” 4” 5” 6” 7” 8”

10”

A

B

C

D
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Real MPH

Speed is important because it not only determines 
how far models can move across the tabletop, it 
also dictates what order models move in. Faster 
planes normally move before slower ones. 

The Speed statistic on the aircraft profi le card 
incorporates the real aircraftʼs maximum speed 
value in miles per hour. If two aircrafts have the 
same speed value, their real-life speed is used as a 
tie-breaker in favour of the highest value.

Traits:

BF-1 09 E

Great Dive
Great Climb

Single engine fighter

354mph

3
7

1

Traits:

BF-1 09 E

Great Dive
Great Climb

Single engine fighter

354354mphmph

3
77

1

390

Traits:

BF-1 09 E

Great Dive
Great Climb

Single engine fighter

354mph

3
7

1

In addition to the aircraft stats, there are three 
recruitment traits at the back of the corresponding 
aircraft card that complete their type and modelʼs 
profi le to help you fl avor and balance your games. 

Points Cost A
This is the recruitment cost per plane of this type 
when recruiting your forces to play a scenario. 
Points cost ensure opposing forces start with the 
same chance to win regardless of the type or 
number of planes used. You can fi nd out more 
about buying forces in the scenarios booklet.

Nationality B  
This trait tells you which nationality the fi ghter 
type in question fought for and helps if you want 
to stick to playing historical games where certain 
nations were allied.

Throughout the war, alliances between nations 
allowed certain planes to fi ght for other nations, 
like the lend lease agreement between the Allied 
powers.

  British 

  German

  American

  Soviet

  Japanese

Year of Service C
This date indicates the year when it fi rst saw 
service. Although all planes have been balanced to 
perform well against each other regardless of the 
year they were in action, this is a very useful trait 
should you want to stick to historical accuracy. You 
may want to restrict certain scenarios to planes 
from a period, for example.

How to Start
We recommend that you start fi rst by reading this 
booklet and then trying out Scenario 0 ʻIntruder 
Flightʼ from the Scenarios Booklet. After playing it 
as both sides you will have a real grasp of the game. 

Once you have mastered these rules you can move 
on to read the Expanded Rules booklet which 
gives you more options and allows you to play the 
other scenarios supplied in the Scenarios Booklet. 

Turn Order

Planes are activated each turn in order of their 
level of advantage. The turn is therefore split into 
three phases:

1. Advantaged Action Phase:
Advantaged planes are activated in order from 
highest Pilot Skill to lowest.

2. Neutral Action Phase:
Neutral planes are activated in order from highest 
Pilot Skill to lowest.

3. Disadvantaged Action Phase:
Disadvantaged planes are activated in order from 
highest Pilot Skill to lowest.

to stick to playing historical games where certain 
nations were allied.

Throughout the war, alliances between nations 
allowed certain planes to fi ght for other nations, 
like the lend lease agreement between the Allied 
powers.

31

BF-1 09 E

19401940

The Bf109 was the 
Luftwaffe’s premier 
single-engine 
fighter. At the 
outbreak of WWII 
the Luftwaffe’s 
powerful Bf109s 
ran wild and totally 
devastated their 
opponents.

ran wild and totally ran wild and totally 
devastated their devastated their 

Spitfire II

31

The Spitfire I/II was 
instrumental in the 
RAF winning the 
Battle of Britain in 
1940. Britain would 
go on to build more 
Spitfires than any 
other aircraft type 
during the war.

1940
A

B

C
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How to Start
We recommend that you start fi rst by reading this 
booklet and then trying out Scenario 0 ʻIntruder 
Flightʼ from the Scenarios Booklet. After playing it 
as both sides you will have a real grasp of the game. 

Once you have mastered these rules you can move 
on to read the Expanded Rules booklet which 
gives you more options and allows you to play the 
other scenarios supplied in the Scenarios Booklet. 

Turn Order

Planes are activated each turn in order of their 
level of advantage. The turn is therefore split into 
three phases:

1. Advantaged Action Phase:
Advantaged planes are activated in order from 
highest Pilot Skill to lowest.

2. Neutral Action Phase:
Neutral planes are activated in order from highest 
Pilot Skill to lowest.

3. Disadvantaged Action Phase:
Disadvantaged planes are activated in order from 
highest Pilot Skill to lowest.

How to Start

Turn Order Activating a 
fi ghter

In the action phase, activate fi ghters, one at a 
time. The most skilled plane goes fi rst within each 
advantage category, any ties in Pilot Skill are 
broken by Speed value and ultimately by the Real 
MPH tie-breaker as explained.

Complete all the actions of one plane before 
moving on to the next. A plane takes the following 
actions, in this order, when it activates:

1. Shoot
You can shoot an enemy plane that is in your front 
arc, within the range template distance and is at a 
lower advantage level. Advantaged to Neutral and 
Disadvantaged. Neutral to Disadvantaged only.

Activating a 
fi ghter

Playing the 
game

Playing the 
game

Tied Initiative

If two or more planes have the same 
Pilot Skill value, the order of activation is 
determined by the Speed value from highest 
to lowest. If the tie persists, remember to 
use the Real MPH tie-breaker value to work 
out the activation sequence. 
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2. Burn advantage.
When activating your plane, you may choose 
to burn one advantage level - going down a 
level from Advantaged to Neutral or Neutral to 
Disadvantaged - to perform one of these two 
special actions: Manoeuvre or Dive (see page 14).

3. Move.
Move your fi ghter straight ahead up to its 
maximum , then you can turn up to 45° 
using the navigation caliper template. You must 
move at least half your maximum Speed, rounding 
down to the nearest inch.

4. Pilot Action
After the plane has completed its move, the 
controlling player may choose one pilot action 
from the following options:

Shooting.
You may shoot an enemy plane that is in your front 
arc, is within 6”, and is at a lower advantage level. 

Outmanoeuvring.
You may attempt to reduce an enemy planeʼs 
advantage level by one. From Advantaged to 
Neutral or Neutral to Disadvantaged

Climbing for Advantage.
Raise your advantage level by one. From Neutral to 
Advantaged or Disadvantaged to Neutral.

5. End Activation

Place a on the fi ghterʼs base to show itʼs 
taken its turn. 

To resolve a shooting attack, the shooter adds the 
Pilot Skill value to the planeʼs  value, and 
rolls that many dice. If at least one success  is 
rolled, a hit is scored and a Boom token given to 
the opponent. 

I. Shooting

Fighters carried a heavy, forward-facing armament of 
machine guns and automatic cannon to shoot down 
enemy aircraft. The high engagement speeds of � ghters 
made it essential to do enough damage to shoot down 
an enemy plane in just a few seconds of accurate � re.

The Shooting range for all planes covered in these 
rules is 6” and you use the range template to 
resolve the shooting action. To be able to declare 
a shooting action, the target must be in the 
forward 90˚ arc of the fi ring plane, and at a lower 
advantage level.

To check the range and facing, place the range 
template so the curved inset matches the front of 
the fl ying base and ensure the facing arrow and 
the aiming cross are aligned as shown on the 
example below.

I. Shooting

- 12 -

on the fi ghterʼs base to show itʼs 
taken its turn. 

90°arc of � re and facing decided by measuring from 
the centre mark straight ahead.

Positioning 
shooting 

Shooting attacks are often infl uenced by the relative 
positions of the shooter and its target. This is represented 
by the following two special shooting situations.

6”
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Once a hit is scored, the target can try to dodge 
the attack by rolling a number of dice equal to the 
sum of its Pilot Skill value and the planeʼs . If 
at least one  is rolled the hit is dodged.

Unless the hit is dodged, the target 
loses an advantage level. If the 
plane was already Disadvantaged, 
it is shot down. 

I. Shooting

Fighters carried a heavy, forward-facing armament of 
machine guns and automatic cannon to shoot down 
enemy aircraft. The high engagement speeds of � ghters 
made it essential to do enough damage to shoot down 
an enemy plane in just a few seconds of accurate � re.

The Shooting range for all planes covered in these 
rules is 6” and you use the range template to 
resolve the shooting action. To be able to declare 
a shooting action, the target must be in the 
forward 90˚ arc of the fi ring plane, and at a lower 
advantage level.

To check the range and facing, place the range 
template so the curved inset matches the front of 
the fl ying base and ensure the facing arrow and 
the aiming cross are aligned as shown on the 
example below.

Head-on attacks 

Head-on attacks could be highly e� ective 
during WWII, but they were always risky. 

A shooting attack that comes at the front 
arc of the target plane is called a head-on 
attack. In this case, the target is allowed to 
counter - attack by shooting back regardless 
of their advantage state.

The exchange of shooting attacks is 
simultaneous and is resolved even if one of 
the planes involved is shot down.

The target aircraft attacks are assumed to 
be in the front arc too so there is no need to 
position the range template at all.

6”

Defl ection shooting

Shooting a target from the sides is 
considerably more diffi cult. 

To refl ect this, the target can use its planeʼs 
maximum  instead of its  to 
add to their Pilot Skill when calculating the 
number of dice rolled to dodge shooting 
attacks.

This only applies to attacks that do not originate 
within a target plane s̓ front or rear arc.

6”6”

Critical hits 

If during a shooting action, more than one  is 
scored, the shooter infl icts a critical hit. 

Critical hits are harder to dodge and to represent 
this, the targetʼs  value is reduced by one when 
trying to dodge. 

Positioning 
shooting 

Shooting attacks are often infl uenced by the relative 
positions of the shooter and its target. This is represented 
by the following two special shooting situations.

Positioning 
shooting 
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II. Burning 
Advantage

Combat pilots climb to higher altitudes to gain 
momentum or energy that they can then use to execute 
sharp manoeuvres and increase their speed in order to 
best their opponents.

When activating their planes, players can burn 
their advantage down one level – from Advantaged 
to Neutral or Neutral to Disadvantaged - in order to 
perform one of the following actions:

Manoeuvre
Make a turn of up to 180˚ at any point during 
the aeroplaneʼs movement. This replaces 
the normal 45˚ turn as explained later. 
After this turn, the aeroplane can continue 
its movement up to its maximum 

Dive
Simply add 6” to the aeroplaneʼs maximum Speed 
value ( ) during the aircraftʼs movement 
this turn.

II. Burning 
Advantage

III. Moving

Facing and positioning is crucial in Blood Red Skies 
and an important part of the gameʼs strategy. 
Players must always follow straight lines when 
resolving their aeroplanesʼ moves. To assist with 
this, the movement template has a central line 
along which the facing arrow is aligned whilst an 
aircraft is moved.

In order to perform a move, use the movement 
template provided. This has been designed so 
the curvature of the base and its diameter fi t the 
movement template.

Place the front of the modelʼs base against the 
movement template with its front arrow aligned to 
the central movement line. Finish the move with 
the back of the modelʼs base stopping at any point 
up to the aeroplaneʼs maximum as shown 
in the example below.

III. Moving

Minimum move
Remember, a plane must move at least half of its 
full Speed (rounding up) just to stay in the air! 

2”

3”

4”

5”

6”

8”

2” 3” 4” 5” 7” 8”

7”

8”

10”

11”

Movement part 1

M
ov

em
en

t p
ar

t 2

Turn up to 180˚

Example of aircraft moving at speed six

Example of manoeuvre
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III. Moving

Facing and positioning is crucial in Blood Red Skies 
and an important part of the gameʼs strategy. 
Players must always follow straight lines when 
resolving their aeroplanesʼ moves. To assist with 
this, the movement template has a central line 
along which the facing arrow is aligned whilst an 
aircraft is moved.

In order to perform a move, use the movement 
template provided. This has been designed so 
the curvature of the base and its diameter fi t the 
movement template.

Place the front of the modelʼs base against the 
movement template with its front arrow aligned to 
the central movement line. Finish the move with 
the back of the modelʼs base stopping at any point 
up to the aeroplaneʼs maximum as shown 
in the example below.

Turning
Planes can turn up to 45˚ after they complete a 
movement. Use the navigation caliper template to 
turn. To make a right turn make sure the facing 
arrow of the aircraft base is aligned with the left 
arrow on the caliper. For a left turn align the 
facing arrow with the right arrow of the caliper. 
Then, rotate the fl ying base on the spot so the 
facing arrow aligns with the other arrow on the 
caliper template. 

Example of turning

TailingTailing

A pilot was at his most deadly when he got in close 
range to the rear quarter of an enemy. From here it was 
much easier to follow the target’s moves and deliver a 
deadly-accurate attack. 

A plane counts as tailing an enemy when it 
fi nishes its movement with its facing arrow 
pointing directly towards the rear arc of an enemy 
plane, and within the range templateʼs length.

Tailing reduces the enemy plane to a 
Disadvantaged state immediately. There is no 
ongoing effect from tailing, and it only comes 
into play when a plane ends it move and before 
it takes its pilot action (so you cannot Climb for 
Advantage and then claim a tailing position). 
A plane can only claim to be tailing one enemy 
plane per turn. 

Tailing is most commonly used to set up an 
immediate shooting attack.

 

A plane cannot claim to be tailing an enemy if it is 
Disadvantaged* itself, or if it is in the front arc of 
a Neutral or Advantaged enemy plane within 6”. 
We call this “The Wingman Effect.” 

*Note that this means a neutral plane that burns advantage cannot 
tail an enemy in the same move because it is in a Disadvantaged 
state during its movement.

6’’

6’’

Tailing

The Wingman Effect.
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IV. Pilot Actions

On completion of a planeʼs movement it can perform 
one Pilot Action chosen from the following options.

Shooting
A plane can shoot a second time during its 
activation as a Pilot Actionsʼ choice. To resolve a 
Shoot Action, follow all the rules for shooting as 
explained in pages 12 - 13.

Outmanoeuvring
By using the correct manoeuvres, a pilot can set up 
an enemy for an attack. This could be by adopting an 
angle of attack that forces the foe onto the defensive, 
acting as a decoy to de� ect attention away from a 
blindside attack, or any of a host of other tricks of the 
trade. However if the manoeuvre succeeds, the enemy 
will be put on the defensive if they aren’t skilled enough 
to escape the trap.

A player can try to outmanoeuvre an enemy 
fi ghter that is within 9” of their plane. An 
outmanoeuvre attempt can be made regardless 
of respective Advantage levels. Use the movement 
template normally to calculate this distance from 
the base of your plane.

To resolve an outmanoeuvring action, controlling 
players compare the Pilot Skills ( ) of the 
planes involved. The target plane adds one to its 
Pilot  value if it is not the closest enemy. 

Pilots with a higher skill level outmanoeuvre lower 
skilled pilots automatically; otherwise the target 
must make a manoeuvre test. 

In order to resolve a manoeuvre test, the target 
plane rolls a number of dice equals to its Pilot 

 value plus the planeʼs  value. 

IV. Pilot Actions If at least one  is rolled, the target avoids 
being outmanoeuvred. 

If the outmanoeuvring action succeeds, the 
outmanoeuvred target reduces its Advantage 
level by one from Advantaged to Neutral or 
Neutral to Disadvantaged. If they were already 
Disadvantaged, there is no additional effect.

Climbing for Advantage
As explained earlier, a pilot may lose advantage 
as a result of shooting or being outmanoeuvred. 
To regain their position, a player may declare their 
plane is Climbing as a Pilot Actionsʼ choice.

When climbing, the aircraft moves up its 
advantage level, from Disadvantaged to Neutral or 
from Neutral to Advantaged.

Chocks Away!
Time to take off on your fi rst sorties in the 
Scenarios booklet.

Remember, that if the target plane is not the closest 
target, the Pilot Skill value benefi ts from a +1!

BRS000Rules
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